### Catalogue of Periodicals and Publications: 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclear Science Abstracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1997 Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review by R. Zamaray 1997-12-31 This work has true international scope, being a unique American/Australian/Japanese review. Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review features new reviews, a comprehensive list of all the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine. The Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review is a must-read for all readers interested in the latest developments in nuclear medicine.

### Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation

| 2002 Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation | 2002-01-01 The Year Book of Nuclear Medicine brings you abstracts of the articles that reported the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine, carefully selected to help you keep up with the latest developments in the field. The Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation is a comprehensive reference for nuclear medicine technologists and physicists.

### Nuclear Medicine, The Requisites (Expert Consult – Online and Print), 4th Edition

| 2002 The Requisites in Nuclear Medicine | 2002-01-01 This book is designed to provide a concise, focused, and practical guide for radiologists and nuclear medicine physicians, Diagnostic Imaging: Nuclear Medicine, Second Edition is a practical, easy-to-use, and in-touch with the latest developments in nuclear medicine.

### Physics in Nuclear Medicine

| 2012 Physics in Nuclear Medicine | 2012-02-14 Physics in Nuclear Medicine - by Drs. Simon R. Cherry, James A. Sorenson, and Michael E. Phelps - provides current, comprehensive guidance on the physics underlying nuclear medicine. The book covers the latest developments in nuclear medicine, including SPECT, PET, and PET/MRI.

### The Yearbook of Nuclear Medicine 1971

| 1971 The Year Book of Nuclear Medicine 1971-12-31 This work has true international scope, being a unique American/Australian/Japanese review. Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review features new reviews, a comprehensive list of all the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine. The Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation is a comprehensive reference for nuclear medicine technologists and physicists.

### The Yearbook of Nuclear Medicine 1977

| 1977 The Year Book of Nuclear Medicine 1977-12-31 This work has true international scope, being a unique American/Australian/Japanese review. Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review features new reviews, a comprehensive list of all the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine. The Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation is a comprehensive reference for nuclear medicine technologists and physicists.

### The Yearbook of Nuclear Medicine 1985

| 1985 The Year Book of Nuclear Medicine 1985-12-31 This work has true international scope, being a unique American/Australian/Japanese review. Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review features new reviews, a comprehensive list of all the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine. The Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation is a comprehensive reference for nuclear medicine technologists and physicists.

### The Yearbook of Nuclear Medicine 1995

| 1995 The Year Book of Nuclear Medicine 1995-12-31 This work has true international scope, being a unique American/Australian/Japanese review. Nuclear Medicine: A Book Review features new reviews, a comprehensive list of all the year's breakthrough developments in nuclear medicine. The Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation is a comprehensive reference for nuclear medicine technologists and physicists.